The use of clinical broadband UV radiometers for optical radiation hazard measurements.
The implementation of the UK Control of Artificial Optical Radiation at Work Regulations 2010 requires the employer to perform a risk assessment of workers' exposure to UV radiation from phototherapy equipment in the hospital environment. The objective of this study was to demonstrate that, where the source spectrum is known, an assessment of exposure to UV sources commonly used in hospitals, including assessment of reflections and transmission through personal protective equipment, may be performed with sufficient reliability by radiometer measurement rather than by complex spectroradiometric measurements. An intercomparison of radiometer and spectroradiometer measurements of exposure to UV sources was carried out. Direct exposure was considered, as well as exposure to reflected or scattered beams and that transmitted through eyewear. Assessment by radiometer of direct exposure and exposure to reflections demonstrated an acceptable measurement error in the context of the inherent uncertainty in the assumptions of the exposure scenario. Assessment of transmitted beams may result in a greater measurement error due to spectral mismatch; however, for typical exposure scenarios the error remained acceptable in comparison with the exposure limit value. The methodology presented reduces the complexity of the measurement of UV hazard levels for common phototherapy equipment.